Going beyond the previous known about the Arch Angels - Their new energies and recognized abilities.
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What they want us to know about them
Arch Angel Ariel is the lightest of hearts, connects to the fairy realm and to all the water
elementals. Ariel is known as the angel of nature. He/she says gentleness is beauty and strength
of character that is often overlooked. He/she oversees the protection and healing
of animals and plants and supervises the care of natural elements such as water and wind. Ariel
inspires human beings to take good care of planet Earth. He/she encourages people to live up to
their full potential by discovering and fulfilling their life purpose.
Arch Angel Azrael warms the heart with the ability to transcend, not just thru death. His/her role
is primarily to help people cross over at the time of physical death. He/she is quiet, composed
and comforting when people need it the most. Arch Angel Azrael says that the transation through
death is time for celebration for the rebirth of the souls energy will come again and again. We,
as humans, are made up of light, love and Divine energy and that can never truly die or go away.
Arch Angel Azrael said he/she likes to be used with Phoenix Rising to facilitate rebirth & born
again energies. Also to be used together with Mohammed to help males embrace their power
and add RA for weakened males. In order to see the truth, use with Thoth. For Enhanced
Spiritual Connection, use with Thoth and Mohammed. To discover & walk spiritual path in
terms of who you are connected to, use with Phoenix Rising, Mohammed and Thoth together.
Arch Angel Bashur purpose is to remove all disturbing, dark, negative energies and entities that
are refusing to leave. Just call for “BA” as he/she has requested and Arch Angel Bashur will
‘yank them up out of here’ his words. He/she said that now is the time for him/her to come forth
and be recognized whereas before this current now time period, he/she did his work with only a
select few who handled extreme dark energies regularly. You will not find anything really on
Arch Angel Bashur on the internet searches. He/she is not to be confused with the channeled
entity ‘Bashar’ who speaks through Darryl Anka. Just know now that his/her presence is with us
and he will step forward when the call goes out for his assistance.
Arch Angel Cassiel was recognized as Nephthys and Horus in Ancient Egypt. He was also
known as the Ancient One. Archangel Cassiel is the Angel of Serenity and Temperance. Cassiel
is considered the Guardian of the threshold between this world and the next. Connects with the
moon and all its phases and the planet Saturn. Overseer of magical knowledge, obstacles, sacred
wisdom, astral plane, real estate, business, limitations and debts including karmic, institutions,
banking, death and more. Cassiel watches the events of the cosmos unfold with little
interference. He is the angel of solitude and tears and is said to preside over the deaths of
kings. He is often included in lists as being one of the seven archangels and often associated with
the Seventh Heaven. Cassiel like to be used with Ancient Wisdom, Astral Travel, and Main
Gate-10th chakra, Aurealia, Midnight Moon, Violet Flame and Golden Flame Essences
Arch Angel Chamuel is the angel of Love and comes through as a Protector, Enveloping,
Embracing, Extreme Peacefully and Beloved. The use of Arch Angel Chamuel and his Essence
is great for business people and helps create teamwork. Arch Angel Chamuel works through the
Third Ray – The Flame of the Cosmic Love and Master Paul the Venetian as the Chohan of this
ray and is the Maha Chohan which represents the Office of the Holy Spirit for this planet on the
pink ray of spiritual love. Ask Chamuel help you resolve relationship problems, find a job and
also to locate anything that is lost. Chamuel likes to be used with Phoenix Rising to transcend
negative group dynamics. For healing heart hurt use with High Heart and Mother Mary.
** Twin Flame is Charity
Arch Angel Gabriel is the messenger Angel and will help you to stand in your truth, speak with
power and this applies for all including larger level of influence. Helps the Messengers for the
earth. Twin Flame to Lucifer. He/she serves on the Fourth Ray – The Ascension Flame of
Purification and Lord Serapis Bey is the Chohan for the white ray of purity. Ask him/her to help
you establish discipline and order in your life. Gabriel said he/she likes to be used with Paul the
Venetian for removing creative blocks, all kinds of creative blocks. He/she particularly likes to
be used with Mohammed – messenger of God.
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AA Jeremiel
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Lucifer as twin flame to Gabriel is not surprising since their joint mission is messengers and to
help you stand in your truth, speak with power no matter how powerful the influence that is
trying to quiet you , Lucifer completed his mission of humans recognizing dualities of good and
bad, light and dark, right and wrong choices and was welcomed back home to Ultimate Prime
Creator, The Great I AM. It is the collective consciousness from past misdeeds of humans that
are still carrying negative vibrations that most blame on Lucifer . Lightworkers, wayshowers,
enlightened and awakened humans still on planet earth must know that Lucifer has completed
the timeline of this mission and are here to help Mother Earth and their brothers and sisters who
are still in the veil of disillusion to release the idea of blame being placed on someone else, take
responsibility for their own actions and transmute all outstanding self negative energetic to the
creator so ascension for Mother Earth and her children will be completed.
Arch Angel Haniel is the angel of joy, courage, gentleness and fragility. Haniel is strongly yet
delicate and likes plants & flowers and all botanicals. Very similar to Arch Angel Ariel in this
deeper understanding of gentleness and beauty. Arch Angel Haniel can change your mood from
one of great hopelessness to one of great joy and is able to turn barren ground into something
fertile and productive. He//she is the caregiver of all nations on earth and can change the hearts
and minds of world leaders to bring about significant changes for the benefit of humanity.
He/she says he/she likes to be used with Unicorns to increase and allow joy in your life. He/she
likes to be used with Maitreya Essence to facilitate and help awaken your own true Divine Christ
Consciousness that resides in us all. Also use Arch Angel Haniel with any of the fairy or
elemental Essences to feel that sense of extreme love, gratitude and connected-ness with our
beautiful Planet.
Arch Angel Jeremiel is very comforting and the angel of life review and prophetic visions. Arch
Angel Jeremiel will help us to look at ourselves in a broader perspective on our direction. Helps
you to understand where you are going while you are still alive and assists with any changes you
feel you would like to have in your life while you are still in the body; and shows you where you
have been and what has happened when going through the death experience. Since Archangel
Jeremiel brings us prophetic information through psychic awareness and dreams and helps
interpret them, he/she can give us guidance to manifest the best and highest future for us. Call
on Archangel Jeremiel any time you are experiencing difficulties, challenging relationships or
worry about the future. Arch Angel Jeremiel says he/she likes to be used with Phoenix Rising
Essence to help you through the dark night of the soul. Also to use with Mary Magdalene, AA
Raphael, Mint &Eucalyptus to facilitate your hearing abilities.
Arch Angel Jophiel is the angel of beauty and the escort to the Divine. The energy is gentle,
nurturing, peaceful, and calming, a connective bonding and cleansing, like earth after rain. Arch
Angel Jophiel is connected to sacred geometry, family unit, and physical and etheric detoxing.
Helps you to communicate with animals, enhances empathy, and gives you hope with finding a
renewed sense of self and purpose of being. Also helps you to connect to the melodic time and
rhythm of life beat or your soul song of your sacred geometry. Jophiel’s name means ‘Beauty of
God’ Call on Arch Angel Jophiel to heal any negativity and chaos that might be happening in
your life. She will bring beauty and organization to your thoughts, home, office, environment
and basically your world. Arch Angel Jophiel works with the Second Ray – The Flame of the
Illumination and Wisdom with Lord Lanto as the Chohan of this ray.
Arch Angel Metatron speaks to repetition, instinctual vs. work or chore. Metatron wants us to be
in a higher energetic pattern through repetition and process or thought patterns that change
cellular structure so it becomes us. (Yin/Yang). People need to understand applied sacred
geometry. Do not forget Feminine Sacred geometry, the energy of the Divine Feminine not
linear, not forceful, is yielding. Arch Angel Metraton wants to be used with Divine Feminine
Essence because we all under estimate its force which enhances openness, flexibility and
bending. Metatron goes with any Essence in the collection to enhance unblock all the clairs, see
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AA Michael-

AA Raphael

AA Raguel

AA Raziel

AA Sandalphon

those patterns. Use with RA & Isis to bring the balance back to powerful men & women not
power over relationships that are out of balance. Again, he stressed this is shedding a new light
on Metatron and his work. It’s a balance of Yin/Yang- he is that line of perfect harmonious
balance. Holding to that pattern is the path to practice and what saved us.
Arch Angel Michael is the captain of all the angels and archangels and says that all the Arch
Angels will function individually but also function as one group or collective. They are
everywhere all at once. We have to remember to ask permission for them to work with us.
Difference between Michael & Bashur. Arch Angel Bashur builds strength in your confidence
removing any negative and own self defeating talk. He is who handles the darkest of the dark,
dimensional and multi dimensionally. Arch Angel Michael helps homeless, mental ill and has a
sense of humor. Will be always be wanting to make us laugh. Encourporate laughter and humor,
like Aurealia humor. It will change our key thinking on angelic realms. Michael likes to be used
with Aurealia Essence. Arch Angel Michael serves on the blue ray, First Ray – The Flame of
the Will of God and Master El Morya is the Chohan
Arch Angel Raphael is the healing angel. He says Laughter is the best medicine. He shows up
with a beautiful emerald green color with similar to the beautiful Lemurian green. The color isluscious’ he says. We are healed when united with the one. He will always be with us. Become
one with source (God) and then one with him. Heals on all levels through time, space
dimensions. We have to want to be healed and then he can heal. Believe it in your heart. Arch
Angel Raphael oversees the green ray, Fifth Ray - The Sacred Flame of Healing and
Manifestation with Cohan Master Hilarion. Use with High Heart & Mary Magdalene Essences
for the stubbornness & challenging people. Use with Maha Chohan Essence for strengthening of
the will.
Arch Angel Raguel is the angel of balance, harmony and relationships. He is also strong energy
and can be used as a battery to energize you. He is a high level etheric alchemist. He is in
charge of all types of relationships including the Angelic relationships. Raguel aids in resolving
arguments, cooperation and harmony in groups and families, defending the unfairly treated,
empowerment-especially for underdogs, mediation of disputes, orderliness New DNA
activations bring in more connectedness to the Divine. Light ties our DNA to a Divine Grid
spreading & channeling Divine energies. Become more sensitive to energies moving past our
etheric bodies. Recognizing our other body skills. Raguel helps with sight of the light.
One of the 7 principal angels mentioned in the Book of Enoch.. Raguel watches over the celestial
host so they make no mistakes and also protects us from false Guides and Masters. He teaches
you how to rediscover your path to God when you have lost it. His gifts show you how to meet
God in your daily life and opens the way for you to have intimate communications with Him at
all times. Raguel is always vigilantly on guard to see that nothing of a lower nature will be able
to come through or reach you with confusion. You will have clarity that you are in line and
protected as you open yourself to the aid that Raguel shares with you through his many gifts.
. Raguel like to be used with Phoenix Rising, Protection and Oud Essences
Arch Angel Raziel is the angel of wisdom and ancient knowledge. Raziel helps you to get in
touch with all the clairs and helps to enhance them. Arch Angel Raziel is very loving, kind, and
intelligent. He facilitates your individual brightness and luminosity through awakening and self
discovery, helping you realize that you are closer to the pure light of all the Arch Angels. Raziel
says to use with Akashic Records & Galactic Soul Essences for esoteric connection.
Arch Angel Sandalphon is a role model for ascension. He and his brother (AA Metatron)
ascended in human form; Jesus resurrected, they ascended. Remember he ascended with his
body. He is an important Holy model. We are about to do that in mass (stages). Sandalphon
helps with ascension by helping our physical bodies prepare for it. Arch Angel Sandalphon also
sends downloads with the divine timing for each person. Some downloads are done in groups
and they are things we need to learn or assimilates so our thinking will allow positive thought to
merge with downloads and activations for DNA, including all that merges with divine timing and
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divine harmony, for all the bodies (physical, spiritual, mental, emotional, causal). Arch Angel
Sandalphon is the pot of Gold for finances. Sandalphon likes to be used with the Ascension
collection & Serapis Bey Essence. Sandalphon also likes to be used with Tantric Healing &
Lavender Royal Amber Essences. Sandalphon says to use with Arch Angel Chamuel and the
Romance Collection to help you find your soul mate, your love, true love, peace. In order to find
anything, set your intention.
AA Uriel

AA Zadkiel

AA Zaphkiel or
Tsaphikiel

Angel Wings
Essence

Arch Angel Uriel is the angel of veterinarians. Merlin is an aspect of Uriel. Helps with healing
along with Raphael. Seems to be diverse and broad healing includes humans, earth grids &
animals. Healing the planet. Heals things that block us in our knowingness, our clairs, psychic
empaths. Uriel work with Michael a lot. Teacher of cutting cords & things we call Michael in
for. Arch Angel Uriel works with the violet and gold ray, Sixth Ray – The Ascension Flame of
Resurrection and Lord Sananda and Lady Master Nada (known in their last incarnation as Jesus
and Mary Magdalene) are the Chohans of this ray. Uriel likes to be used with Dragon Essence
for animals –horses will respond well to that larger animal of all of them.
Hearing is grander than any other senses. Helps us to hear what we don’t want to. What we
don’t want to know, see. We delude ourselves - clears away delusions. Helps us discerning thru
minute senses starting with our 5 physical senses and building on them. Helps us realize our
dreams and t be expansive in our power and knowing of the one-ness. Zadkiel says we are not
connected to it but we are IT. We are GODS with amnesia. Soul – all that we have gone
through when we connect with know we are the One. We will have a language more than we
know. Arch Angel Zadkiel oversees the violet ray, Seventh Ray – The Violet Flame of
Transmutation with Master Saint Germain, also known as the God of Freedom as the Chohan of
this ray. Zadkil says to set intention and any Angel Essence will work. Use with Phoenix Rising
essence to enhance soul development over ego development.
Angel of Divine and Sacred Love Arch Angel Zaphkiel teaches you about unconditional
love and surrendering to it. She is the alchemist of life creating a wonderful mix of
compassion, ecstasy, romance and creation in your everyday living. She shows you how to
connect with your inner beauty and the inner beauty of all life which surrounds you. She
shows you how to be graceful and passionate about life and how to nurture and grow. She
represents compassion, feminine divinity, and the joy of peace. And embraces the
archetypes of the Goddesses Isis, Shakhty and Kwan Yin.
Arch Angel Zaphkiel like to be used with Divine Feminine, Isis, Kwan Yin, High Heart,
Sacred Union and True Love Essences.
My guides told me that this essence was needed as it brings a beautiful light and soaring
feeling for many who feel trapped in this earthly plane. It will help in the remembrance that
you have come here from a lengthy list of prospects but you were chosen. Enjoy your
victory that you were selected as many still await to be given the opportunity that you have
to come to this planet and experience certain lessons of life to accelerate your spiritual
growth exponentially. Angel Wings is part of all the angels and part of the Divineness
awakening in yourself. Whether you believe in angels or not is of no importance, The
feeling that you are connected with light and can soar within it is what is important. It’s
your remembering.
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